Clone detection is a research technique for analyzing software systems for similarities, with applications in software understanding, maintenance, evolution, license enforcement and many other issues. The NiCad near-miss clone detection method has been shown to yield highly accurate results in both precision and recall. However, its naive two-step method, involving a parsing first step to identify and normalize code fragments, followed by a text line-based second step using longest common subsequence (LCS) to compare fragments, has proven difficult to migrate to the efficiency and scalability required for large scale research applications. Rather than presenting the NiCad tool itself in detail, this paper focuses on our experience in migrating NiCad from an initial rapid prototype to a practical scalable research tool. The process has increased overall performance by a factor of up to 40 and clone detection speed by a factor of over 400, while reducing memory and processor requirements to fit on a standard laptop. We apply a sequence of four different kinds of performance optimizations and analyze the effect of each optimization in detail. We believe that the lessons of our experience in migrating NiCad from research prototype to production performance may be beneficial to others who are facing a similar problem.
Introduction
The copy/paste/edit cycle is a common practice in software development, and as a result most software systems contain a significant number of similar code fragments, called code clones or simply clones. While the practice of code cloning can speed up and simplify software development, and in some cases can actually be beneficial [1, 2] , it can also lead to software understanding and maintenance difficulties that can cause problems down the road [3] .
Clone detection, or the analysis of source code for identical or similar fragments, has become a popular and practical application of source analysis to assist in finding and resolving such clones. A wide range of tools and techniques have been proposed for clone detection [4] , and it is currently an active and popular area of source code analysis research. One of the most recent methods is the hybrid technique NiCad [5] , which is the subject of this paper.
The NiCad prototype tool has been shown to yield high accuracy in both precision [5] and recall [6] , and has proven itself practical in large initial research studies [7, 8] . However, at several days to process the Linux kernel, its performance leaves a lot to be desired. In this paper, rather than presenting the NiCad tool itself in detail, we address the performance issue head-on. We present a number of tuning steps, including memory-residence, file reduction, line-level hashing, and a custom optimization of the longest common subsequence (LCS) algorithm to reduce comparison time. The objective is to move from the initial internal rapid prototype to a scalable, efficient research tool for use by other researchers. This paper is not about clone detection per se, and not about comparing or evaluating clone detectors. There are a number of other such studies already in the literature [9, 4] and no doubt there will be more in the future. This paper is about performance and scalability tuning, and in particular about tuning source code processing systems, as represented by clone detection tools. Our goal is to share our experience in tuning the performance and scalability of one particular source code analysis system, the NiCad clone detector, in the hopes that others may benefit from what we have learned about what matters, what worked for us, and what the relative effect of different tuning strategies may be expected to be. Tuning software systems in general and source analysis systems in particular is an art [10] , and the more we know about what has worked in the past, the better we can practice that art in the future.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we outline the problem we are attacking and the motivation for our tuning efforts. In Section 3 we review the basics of the NiCad clone detection method and the structure and properties of the original NiCad clone detector, including its prototype implementation and poor performance. In Section 4 we outline the design of our tuning experiment and introduce the set of systems we use as a joint benchmark for measuring our performance improvements and original NiCad's performance on them. Section 5 introduces our first tuning step, moving all comparisons from files to memory, and measures the improvements we observed. Section 6 measures the effect of our second step, amalgamating all fragment files into one to avoid system overhead. Section 7 introduces and measures the effect of our third step, using a hash table to convert text lines to hash codes, and finally Section 8 describes a specialization of the LCS length algorithm to speed fragment comparison and measures its effect on overall performance. Section 9 reviews the overall effect of our tuning efforts on performance and scalability, and analyzes the relative effect of our various optimizations. Section 10 briefly admits that there certainly are other clone detection methods with even better performance. Section 11 outlines the lessons we have learned from this experience and the possible implications for tuning other tools. Our conclusions (Section 12) wrap up the paper with further plans for the future of NiCad.
Motivation
Clone detectors face three fundamental challenges: accuracy, the extent to which a clone detector finds cloned code with high precision (i.e., returns few false positives) and recall (i.e., returns few false negatives), performance, the speed with which the detector can return its results, and scalability, the extent to which the detector can handle increasingly large systems. Meeting all three of these is difficult, and many creative ideas, such as suffix trees [11] , metrics [12] , parallel computation [13] and dynamic clustering [5] have been proposed to improve speed and other attributes.
In our previous research on the NiCad clone detection tool [5] , we have chosen to concentrate primarily on accuracy at the cost of scalability and performance. Recognizing that the accuracy of clone detectors can be subjective, we developed a method-independent copy/paste/edit theory of clone creation by programmers that provides a formal definition for clones that can be used to objectively assess accuracy [14] . Based on this theory, we validated both the high precision of the NiCad method using a combination of back-checking using raw diff and a custom interface that allows for practical total hand validation [5] , and the high recall of the NiCad method using thousands of artificially generated clones in a mutationbased automated assessment framework [6] . Now that we are confident about accuracy, our attention turns to issues of scalability and performance. While NiCad is designed to scale using parallelization, and has been used for one or two initial large scale research studies [7] , its poor performance (e.g., a few days to process the Linux kernel, even running 4-way parallel) makes it impractical for wider research use, and analysis of systems ten times larger than Linux is simply infeasible.
Our specific motivation comes from a range of new requirements for clone detectors, specifically: (i) the desire to bring clone detection research tools "to the masses" on their own laptop PC, using reasonable resources on a modest single processor; (ii) the desire to embed clone detection as an immediate service in code development environments, with rapid incremental clone analysis as users create or edit code; (iii) the desire to handle truly large code bases, such as the entire eight DVD Debian source distribution, in order to audit other systems for copyright or GPL violations; or the entire 48 releases of the FreeBSD kernel, in order to track long-term code evolution. All three of these desires require high speed and scalability, and the first two additionally require a modest memory footprint. The optimizations outlined here have achieved all three of these goals [15, 16, 17] .
NiCad
The NICAD (a dyslexic acronym for Accurate Detection of Near-miss Intentional Clones) clone detector is a hybrid parser-based / text comparison clone detection system. It is designed to combine the high precision of language-sensitive parser-based clone detection methods with the high recall of language-independent text-or token-based systems, in order to increase overall accuracy. At present it can process programs in four different languages: C, Java, C# and Python.
The original NiCad design grew out of a multi-language (HTML, ASP, JSP) web application refactoring project, which required a clone detection method that was at once language structure sensitive and applicable across a range of languages, while allowing for unexpected nonstructural editing changes in the code [18] . Input size was not originally an issue, since we were processing only static web pages of relatively modest size.
The simple two-phase design we adopted ( Figure 1 ) focuses on simplicity, accuracy and flexibility in near-miss clone detection. In the first phase, a languagesensitive island parser implemented in TXL [19] is used to recognize and extract all fragments of the desired granularity (e.g., functions, blocks or statements) for comparison as clones. Extraction uses the TXL non-terminal extraction built-in function, which creates a list of all subtrees of a given non-terminal type (e.g. function, block, statement) in the parse tree of a given input. The structure of the code recognized by the parser is preserved in the text of the extracted fragments, called potential clones, using formal indentation and line break rules ("prettyprinting") to encode language structure. The result is the set of all code fragments of the given granularity from all the source code files of a system, each prettyprinted, comment-stripped and stored in a separate file. Figure 2 gives an example of a small C source file and the potential clones that would be extracted from it at the function granularity.
In the second phase, a language-independent near-miss comparator compares the lines of text in pairs of potential clones using the diff algorithm, recognizing as clones those extracted fragments whose pretty-printed text form differs by less than a given threshold (e.g., 30%, representing a maximum difference of 3 lines in every ten). If the threshold is 0%, allowing for no differences at all, matching fragments are called exact clones, referred to in the clone research community as Type 1 clones. If the threshold is greater than 0%, then the matching fragments are called near-miss clones, in that they are exact copies except for a few lines of change. These are referred to in the cloning community as Type 3 clones. Figure  3 shows an example of two potential clone files that are near-miss clones at the 30% difference threshold but not at 20%.
The NiCad method has been generalized to allow for an optional middle phase, normalization. In normalization, potential clone files can be pre-processed for renaming, filtering or abstraction before comparison. Clones that are found by exact matching of normalized fragments are referred to in the cloning community as parameterized or Type 2 clones, which allow for changes in identifiers, literal values or other items within matching source lines, but do not allow for changes between lines. Since our optimizations have the same effect with or without normalization, we ignore it in this paper.
In the original rapid prototype implementation of NiCad, a TXL [19] program is used to extract and pretty-print the potential clones to a set of separate potential clone files, and an optimized open-source Perl implementation of the diff longest common subsequence (LCS) algorithm is used to compare potential clone files as pairs. A Perl driver script dynamically chooses comparable sets of potential clone files using an exemplar-based strategy that makes one pass over a sorted list of the sizes of the potential clone files.
Potential clone files are first sorted from largest to smallest by number of lines. The largest potential clone is then chosen as an exemplar. The comparable files are then those whose difference in number of lines from the examplar is within the difference threshold. For example, if the size of the exemplar is 10 lines and the near-miss difference threshold is 30%, then all potential clones between 7 and 13 lines form the comparable set. Once the exemplar is compared to these and clones of it identified, they are removed from the comparison set and the next largest remaining potential clone is chosen as exemplar, and so on. The script takes advantage of the number of processor cores on the host machine to parallelize comparison of the sets as much as possible.
While this prototype implementation has proven practical enough to support our own research studies of cloning in open source software [7, 8] , its performance has been a problem, and is a serious barrier to its use as a general research tool by others. For example, using NiCad to detect near-miss function clones in a relatively modest mid-sized system such as Apache httpd at a 30% difference threshold takes about 15 minutes on a standard desktop PC. While one may apologize that, while slow compared to almost any other method, this is still usable given the high accuracy of NiCad, it does not scale up -when httpd is processed at the finer granularity of C blocks for the same difference threshold, the time required grows to over an hour. Worse, for large systems, performance is a problem even at the function granularity. For example, the total time for NiCad to extract and find near-miss function clones in version 2.6.24.2 of the Linux kernel at a 30% difference threshold on a quad-core 8 Gb compute server is almost a week. Clearly such poor performance cannot serve us for finer granularities, longitudinal studies, entire distribution code bases, real time personal clone detection or rapid turnaround incremental analysis.
The Experiment
As a result of the observations above, we undertook to investigate methods for tuning the performance of the NiCad tool to reasonable levels. The basic questions to begin with were: Where does the time go? Are there any obvious opportunities ("low-hanging fruit") for improving performance? Can we learn anything that others might use to tune their systems?
While NiCad is built in two stages, the first, implemented in TXL using the TXL parser, is for the most part already tuned as a result of more than two decades of TXL use on large scale problems. Initial measurements indicated that the vast majority of the original NiCad time (more than 85% for httpd up to more than 99% for Linux) was spent in fragment comparison. Thus we have concentrated most of our tuning efforts on clone analysis and comparison itself -problems that are faced to some extent by all clone detection methods.
Based on an initial instrumentation of the Perl-based NiCad process, we decided on six basic "research" questions for our tuning experiment:
1. Would changing to a compiled language from an interpretive one significantly change performance?
2. What would be the effect of using memory-resident rather than file-based comparison of potential clones? 3. What is the effect of file system performance and file representation on overall performance? 4. Can line-level hashing be used to improve comparison time and space? 5. Can the LCS length algorithm be optimized for near-miss clone detection? 6. And finally, what is the relative effect of each of these techniques on overall performance?
In order to answer these questions, we systematically applied each of these potential optimizations to the NiCad implementation, one by one. In each case we tracked the effect on performance. Since true "memory resident" data (e.g., direct memory-mapped arrays) is not a guaranteed property of interpretive languages such as Perl, and since the challenge of recoding the complex Perl scripts running old NiCad was formidable, we bundled the first two optimizations into one.
In order to track performance, we chose a suite of example applications chosen from the four languages that NiCad can handle so far, and formed a baseline of the times that our original NiCad prototype takes to process them at two different granularities ( Table 1 ). The example systems are mid-sized representatives of each of the languages, and in the case of C and Java systems (httpd, postgresql, eclipsejdtcore, jEdit, etc.) have been chosen because of their familiarity as examples in the clone detection community. (The Linux kernel, which due to its large size would dominate the results, is considered separately -see Section 9).
Since the clone detection results from all these systems have already been reported and their accuracy validated in our previous experiments [7, 8] , we will not repeat that data here. We simply say that since the method and algorithm remains the same, none of our optimizations changes any of our clone detection results, other than a tiny rounding effect due to differences in floating point representation between Perl and compiled code. At each stage we used the results of the original NiCad implementation on these systems as a regression test to insure that our optimizations did not introduce any unexpected behaviour.
In order to reduce the number of free variables in the experiment, we have chosen to show results only for the case of near-miss exact (Type 3) clones -that is, those without renaming, filtering, abstraction or other normalization. Since normalization affects only extraction and is not affected by any of our optimizations, we are confident that our results are also valid for the normalized case.
Using Table 1 as a baseline, in each stage of the tuning experiment we used the sum of the total processing times for all of the systems together ("Total all systems") at each of four near-miss thresholds, 0% (exact clone), 10% (1 line in 10 difference allowed), 20% and 30%. We chose not to track CPU time, but rather elapsed real (clock) time, since clone detector users will be interested in real world throughput, not just CPU use. Throughout this paper all references to "time" refer to elapsed clock time as measured by the Linux time command on a quiet machine running only the NiCad process. While these measurements are not exact, they vary by less than 10% in repeated runs, and we have reported times for the average of five runs. While the test machine itself is a 2.66 GHz quad-core Intel processor with 8 Gb of memory, all measurements have been made using a single core in a 2 Gb memory partition. Except in the case of the first optimization, reported improvements are incremental, that is, they are speedup factors relative to the previous optimization rather than the original baseline. While we tried to track improvements in memory use as well, they are difficult to measure and reproduce in the Linux operating system environment, so we only present them in qualitative summary terms. All versions handle all of these example systems in less than 2 Gb, and our final version uses less than 2 Gb even for Linux and other systems of over a million lines, making it easily practical on laptop computers from a memory standpoint.
Reimplementation Using Memory-resident Comparison and Compiled Code
As outlined in Section 3 above, the original NiCad prototype uses large numbers of small files to represent and compare fragments (potential clones). Because modern operating systems such as Linux optimize repeated access to the same file using memory buffering, for small systems this does not significantly affect performance since on second and subsequent accesses the potential clone files are already buffered in memory. However, there is nevertheless a significant amount of time spent in system overhead accessing these small files, and for mid-to largesized systems this overhead rapidly becomes the dominant factor, accounting for a large part of the observed elapsed times in Table 1 .
Thus our first discovery in looking for "low hanging fruit" to optimize is the observation that the total text of all potential clone files, even for all of the 156,000 functions of Linux, is only about 127 Mb -making it practical to avoid most of the file access overhead by reading all of the potential clone files into memory once, and then comparing them directly in memory as needed.
Our first optimization of NiCad was therefore a reimplementation using native data arrays in a compiled language, Turing+ [20] , a type-safe systems programming variant of Pascal. We chose to use Turing+ because of its generated code efficiency (it uses the gcc code generator), its support for native memory arrays (like C, but subscript-safe, making it easier to debug), and our local familiarity with it because it is the implementation language used for TXL. Table 2 shows the results of reimplementation using memory-resident fragment comparison in Turing+. Conversion to reading the potential clone files once and memory-resident comparison in a compiled language yielded a clone analysis speed increase of a factor of a minimum of 57 times for all difference thresholds, and over 500 times for the case of exact clones.
The effort to undertake this change was significant, requiring about one programmermonth to design and code the new implementation using the original NiCad as a reference. Much of the time was spent in understanding how the original Perl code did what it did, a job that was made more difficult because of the code obscurity introduced by its previous parallelization optimization. 
File Reduction
Our next optimization continues on the theme of file access. While we have reduced file access by reading potential clone files into memory only once, we still have to pass all of these files from the extraction phase to the clone analysis phase. For small systems like JHotDraw which has only a few thousand potential clones (functions or blocks), writing and reading them does not present a significant overhead. However, for large systems, there can be hundreds of thousands or even millions of these potential clone files. For example, there are over 156,000 nontrivial functions in the Linux kernel, and over 2 million in the 48 releases of the FreeBSD kernel. The file systems of modern operating systems such as Linux's ext3 and Windows' NTFS are simply not optimized to handle such large numbers of small files well, particularly if they are stored in a single directory. Thus the system overhead and elapsed times of NiCad can grow significantly with the size of the system, due not to its own processor use, but to the file system overhead incurred by writing and reading so many small files.
One solution to this problem which has been suggested by others is to change the file system. For example, we could change operating systems (Mac OS X has less of this problem), or we could reconfigure Linux to use, say, XFS or Apple's HFS+ file system, both of which handle directories with large numbers of files more efficiently. Yet another solution, used by Linux archival systems, is to organize the large sets of small files into trees of subdirectories to avoid the inefficient large directory problem.
In our case we have control of both the source (the parser/extractor) and the sink (the clone analyzer) of the large numbers of small files, and our only issue is communicating the outputs of one to the inputs of the other. We can not simply pass the files in memory, both because repeated extraction is expensive, and because we may want to run many different code analyses on a single extraction.
<source file="example/egcfile.c" startline="2" endline="16"> file=void asn1_table_unset (apr_hash_t *table, char *key) { ssize_t klen = strlen (key); asn1_t *asn1 = hash_get ( For example, we may want to experiment with varying normalizations and nearmiss thresholds for clone detection, or use other tools such as feature and concept analyzers. Thus in our next optimization, we changed the extraction process to output all extracted potential clones from all source files to a single sequential file in XML format. Figure 4 shows an example XML potential clones file corresponding to the three potential clones files shown in Figure 2 . Each parsed and pretty-printed potential clone is enclosed in <source> tags giving its original file and line number information, all in a single file that is sequentially read into the clone detection process. Since all modern operating systems are highly optimized for sequential read and write of large files, this allows us to use the file system in its most efficient mode, first sequentially writing all the potential clones from the extractor and then sequentially reading them into the clone detector.
This change should affect both the extraction time (since the parser/extractor writes only one file, not large directories of small ones) and the comparison time (since clone analysis now reads only one large sequential file rather than thousands of small ones). Table 3 shows the results of our change to use a single file for all potential clones. Although this change has only a tiny effect on clone analysis time, it yielded a speed increase in extraction time of a factor of 3.90 and 7.92 for functions and blocks respectively.
The difference in effect of this optimization on the two phases is not simply due to the difference in writing vs. reading of the many files, but rather to the Linux operating system optimization that keeps recently accessed files buffered in memory, thus charging all of the access overhead to the producer of the files (extraction) rather than the consumer (clone analysis). If in the original system clone analysis had been run again later on the same extracted files, when they had not been recently accessed, then a similarly large speed increase would have been seen for clone analysis. The effort to implement this optimization was not large. It took less than two programmer-days to modify the driver program for the TXL parse-extract to concatenate all its outputs onto one file and the Turing+ clone analysis program to read all the potential clones from one file rather than one per file. A regression test of all of our previous results for the test systems insured that we had introduced no unexpected changes in behaviour.
Text Line Hashing
Since differences in commenting, formatting, line boundaries and spacing are eliminated by the NiCad potential clone extraction process and the granularity of comparison is chosen by the extractor as part of its pretty-printing, potential clone comparisons are carried out at the line-of-text level, where each line to compare is a normalized, pretty-printed line of text to be compared only for equality. Each two potential clones of comparable size are compared line-by-line using a longest common subsequence (LCS) length algorithm, comparing pairs of lines textwise. Naturally, these comparisons dominate the cost of the LCS algorithm.
In compilers and interpreters, text comparison of identifiers is optimized and avoided using hash tables, which reduce the text comparison for equality of identifiers to integer comparison. Since we are also only interested in equality (of normalized, pretty-printed text lines), an obvious optimization for us is to do similarly, using a hash table to convert lines to integer hash codes for comparison. Table 4 : Extraction and clone analysis times in seconds after addition of text line hashing.
Fortunately, we already had a module that implements generalized text hashing in the TXL source transformer, which also happens to be implemented in Turing+.
Having been tuned over decades of TXL use processing source code in a range of languages, it is also a very fast and efficient hashing algorithm. Our next optimization therefore was to adapt this module to implement a line-of-text hash table for NiCad, reducing all comparisons in the LCS algorithm to integer equality. In retrospect, this is an obvious change, since in NiCad lines effectively play the role of tokens in token-based methods, all of which use hash codes. The result of this optimization is shown in Table 4 . While there is a slight initial cost to entering potential clone text lines into the hash table on reading them in, clearly it is more than made up for in the increased speed of line comparison. As we can see, this optimization has a huge effect in the simple case of comparison for exact clones.
Because we were adapting an existing text hashing module from the TXL implementation, the effort to introduce line hashing required no more than two or three programmer-days to adapt the module and modify the input of potential clone text lines to use it. Regression testing of previous results once again made sure that functional behaviour had not been affected.
Bounded LCS
Our final optimization is algorithmic. NiCad's near-miss criterion is based on a longest common subsequence (LCS) length difference threshold, called the UPIT (unique percentage of items threshold). At a UPIT of 0.10, for example, up to 10% of the normalized pretty-printed lines between two fragments (potential clones) may differ for them to be considered near-miss clones. This criterion is implemented by the formula [5] : and similarly for PC2, and LCSlength(PC1,PC2) is the length of the longest common subsequence of the lines in PC1 and PC2. In the original NiCad prototype, the threshold is implemented by computing the LCS length using an open source Perl implementation of the Unix diff algortihm [21] and then comparing the difference between the number of lines in the LCS with the numbers of lines in each of the potential clones. In our Turing+ implementation, the threshold is computed using a direct translation of the standard dynamic programming solution for LCS length [22] ( Figure 5 ).
Since the cost of near-miss clone detection is dominated by the computation of the LCS length (or similar measure), the question arises, can we specialize the LCS length algorithm to improve our overall performance? As in many applications of LCS length, we are really only interested in the question of whether two potential clones are close enough according to the threshold. In general, the vast majority of the comparisons we make will fail -that is, the two fragments will not be clones. Thus performance is dominated by LCS length comparisons that fail. The earlier we recognize that we are going to fail, the faster we can make the near-miss decision. Figure 5 also shows the simple changes for a new algorithm for LCS length, "bounded LCS length" that takes this into account. We have added an upper limit to the LCS difference, which limits the number of items (in our case lines) that may be different before we give up because it is hopeless. The bound is precomputed from the lengths of the fragments to be compared. For example, if the fragments to be compared are 9 and 10 lines respectively, and the threshold is 0.20 (20%), then the bound is 2 lines -that is, if the fragments differ by more than 2 lines then they are surely not near-miss clones. This basic idea was first described by Hirschberg [23] in 1977, and we have simply adapted it to our algorithm.
In general, we can compute the bound using the formula:
The bounded LCS algorithm takes this information into account by checking after processing each row (corresponding to a line of the first fragment) whether we already know that we have exceeded the bound. Because the dynamic programming algorithm accumulates the LCS length in the last element of each row of the comparison matrix, we can check this simply by subtracting the row number (number of lines checked so far) from the last element of the row (the length of the LCS so far), and comparing this to the bound ( Figure 5 ). If the bound has been exceeded, we immediately return zero from the function, corresponding to the case where no lines match at all. This will certainly cause the near-miss criterion to fail at any difference threshold.
On the face of it, the bounded LCS function now completely implements the near-miss test. However, the bound we computed above is actually not an exact representation of the near-miss formula. Rather, it is rounded up to the closest exact number for the length of both fragments, and so we must still check the near-miss formula on return to yield results identical to the unbounded LCS. Table 5 shows the effect of using the bounded LCS algorithm in place of the original LCS length in our near-miss comparisons. Of course there is no effect on the exact clone (0%) case because it does not use LCS.
Clearly the effort to introduce this optimization was minimal -only about one programmer-day was used to make the minor changes to add the threshold parameter to the LCS algorithm and modify the call to it to compute and pass the threshold for each pair of compared potential clones. As always, regression testing made sure we had not changed behaviour. Table 5 : Extraction and clone analysis times in seconds after bounded LCS optimization. Table 6 summarizes our detailed results for all systems in our test set. Since we have not changed the parser / extractors for any language, the improvement in extraction speed is consistent across all systems, and since the near-miss clone analysis is language independent, we see similar improvements as a result of our optimizations for all systems and languages. Total clone detection times have improved radically -for example, httpd has gone from a total of 148.41 + 695.97 seconds = about 14 minutes (Table 1) to 33.95 + 3.06 = 37 seconds at the 30% difference threshold level. Clone analysis alone has improved even more, going from 695.97 seconds (11 and a half minutes) to 3.06 seconds for a near-miss threshold of 30%. The improvement in overall time for all of the systems together is shown at the bottom of the table.
Summary and Analysis
The preceding sections have addressed each of our original research questions, with the exception of the last one: "What is the relative effect of each of these techniques on overall performance?" In order to consider this question, we will view our improvements using two overall performance metrics: (i) overall processing speed in lines per second for the entire process, including both parsing/extraction and clone analysis, and (ii) clone detection speed in fragments per second for the clone analysis part alone at various near-miss thresholds (Table 7) . We consider each of these metrics at the two most common clone granularities -functions and blocks. In reading these numbers, recall that all runs measured elapsed clock time using a single core of a 2.66 GHz Intel quad-core processor in a 2 Gb partition.
Overall Processing Speed. Figure 6 shows the improvements in overall lines per second processing speed for parse/extract alone and parse/extract plus clone analysis for our four test thresholds at each granularity, attributed by proportion contributed by each optimization. As we can see, the change to single file representation dominates the improvements in overall processing speed. For near-miss clone analysis, the change to memory residence of potential clones has the second (a) Functions Table 7 : Original and final extraction and overall processing (parse/extract + clone analysis) speeds. greatest effect at the function granularity. Not surprisingly, our improvements to the comparison algorithm itself, line hashing and LCS optimization, become increasingly important at finer granularity (blocks), and the overall improvement in processing speed is much greater (at a near-miss threshold of 30%, about 39 times faster for blocks compared to about 14 times for functions). Clone Analysis Speed. Figure 7 shows the improvements in fragments per second clone analysis speed for our four test thresholds at each granularity. As we can see, by far the greatest improvement is at the 0% (exact clone) threshold. At first this was puzzling, since the exact clone detection algorithm should not have changed. However, on inspection we discovered that, for generality, the original NiCad prototype actually was using its LCS length function to test for exact clones, which of course the new implementation does not. The overall improvements in clone analysis speed are large -a factor of over 800 times faster for functions and 900 times for blocks at the 10% threshold for example. For the reason above, the improvement at the 0% (exact) threshold level is much larger than even those factors. In the near-miss cases, clearly the effect of our bounded LCS optimization is the dominant factor, accounting for about four fifths of the overall improvement at the 10% threshold at each granularity, and about two thirds at the 30% threshold.
Scalability. One of our original motivations for tuning NiCad was its inability to process really large systems in reasonable time, so while we can observe large speed increases, it is important to consider what effect our efforts have had on the processing of large systems. Table 8 shows our results for function clones in two large systems -the Linux 2.6.24.2 kernel, and an artificial system consisting of all 48 source releases of the FreeBSD kernel from release 1.0 to the current 8.0 release. (The latter is being analyzed as part of a longitudinal study of functions in FreeBSD.) As we can see, the processing of the Linux kernel has improved enormously, down from 7 days to 33.5 minutes for function clones at the 30% near-miss threshold. For the amalgamated FreeBSD system, the times are much longer, at about 5.7 hours for the 30% threshold, which seems disproportionately slow compared to the Linux times until one realizes that such an amalgamated system is the worst case for our clone detection algorithm, since it has so many clones. This reduces the effect of the LCS length optimization, since it is aimed at comparisons that fail. Nevertheless, clearly our optimizations have taken NiCad from barely useable on large systems to practical for much larger systems. Next Steps. Having tuned clone analysis, for most mid-sized systems the overall NiCad processing time is now dominated by the parse / extract stage, which is dependent on the TXL parser, which has already been tuned over many years. While there remain some opportunities for tuning the grammars to increase TXL parsing speed, two other strategies come to mind. First, since the extraction of potential clones from source files is independent for each source file, we can parallelize the extraction all the way down to the individual source file, and for example on our quad-core machine we can improve extraction speed by a factor of four simply by running four file parses at the same time, and even on a dual core laptop we can double the extraction speed. For future 8-and 16-core processors, this can clearly be a viable option. Alternatively, we can use a lighter weight algorithm, such as Cox's lexical approximation [24] , to parse and extract potential clones.
Memory Issues. We have purposely not tried to estimate memory improve- ments in this work, instead limiting our new system to 2 Gb, the memory size of a typical modern laptop. In addition to running on our Intel Linux test machine, all of our runs, with the exception of the original NiCad, have been duplicated on a 2 Gb dual core Apple MacBook Pro to validate performance and memory use. The reason we have not statistically compared memory use is mainly because it is very difficult to measure, particularly for the original Perl-based NiCad rapid prototype, which uses multiple processes to perform the comparisons.
Related Work
While it is not the purpose of this paper to compare tools or processing speeds with other systems, it is important to set our results in a rough context. There are many fast clone detection tools, and we do not have room to review them all here. For a complete set see our recent survey of the state of the art [4] .
Token-based systems such as CCFinder [25] and CPMiner [26] have been shown to be even faster than our tuned NiCad using token-based comparison for exact and renamed clones, handling relatively large systems in seconds by avoiding parsing. While their recall and scalability are unmatched, in general tokenand text-based systems do not exhibit high precision without post-filtering, and also do not return structurally meaningful fragments without post-processing of results. Their effective overall performance can be much reduced by taking these extra costs into account. They also do not handle line-level near-miss clones. Metrics-based clone detectors such as Mayrand's [12] , on the other hand, do well with near-miss clones and exhibit speeds similar to tuned NiCad. However, they can have even greater difficulties with precision.
In general, other successful parser-based systems, such as CloneDr [27] and the Bauhaus clone detector [11] , use AST-based tree comparison to yield results that have been shown to be high precision, although sometimes at the cost of perfect recall. A lot of research has gone into tuning and optimizing them using techniques such as suffix trees [11] , and recently they have become very fast, processing large systems in a matter of seconds. Semantic Designs' CloneDr [27] handles a wide range of different languages and exploits parallelization [13] to achieve throughput and scalability to even the largest systems at high accuracy.
Implications for Other Tools, and Lessons Learned
As the scale of software systems grows from individual applications, to whole systems, to multi-version repositories and now to entire internet software corpora, the ability for analysis tools such as clone detectors to scale becomes increasingly important. Applications such as mining software repositories, reverse engineering large software systems, web service discovery, software evolution and migration to the semantic web all pose problems of scale involving processing and comparison of large numbers of individual source fragments or other artifacts for which our experience and observations can be brought to bear. Even if scale is not an issue, in smaller analysis applications the speed of source analysis can be a dominant consideration when interaction is involved, as for example for embedded analysis in an IDE, or when used in software maintenance for incremental analysis of changes for potential bugs.
Three particular applications of direct interest are the analysis of large bodies of software code for malware detection [28] , in which source code must be searched for instances of patterns using normalization and similarity comparison in a way very much analogous to clone detection; analysis of commercial software code for copyright and licensing issues such as open-source license "contamination" [29] , in which the code of a software system must be compared to the entire open source corpus (e.g., the eight distribution DVDs of Debian Linux [16] ); and analysis of student assignment code for plagiarism of solutions from the web. Each of these problems involves both large numbers of small source files and large numbers of approximate comparisons which can benefit from both our file-reduction strategy and our use of the bounded LCS optimization. The results reported here can directly help guide implementers in how they can expect each of these strategies to be effective in scaling these source code analysis applications.
Our experience tuning NiCad has taught us a number of valuable lessons that can be used in tuning the performance of any tool. First, remember to measure. Our initial assumption with the original NiCad Perl implementation was that it was using machine resources as well as it could, and that our only choice was to use concurrency to speed up the clone analysis process. While introducing multi-processing did improve the performance of our original prototype tool by a small factor, the change was nothing compared to the kinds of optimizations reported in this paper. By using system tools such as Linux's time, top and ps to observe and measure the actual use of machine resources, we were able to see that the majority of CPU time was actually being spent in system overhead related to file input/output and inter-process communication, which is only made worse by multi-processing.
Once we had moved to an in-memory comparison algorithm to reduce file input/output, measuring again using these same tools also allowed us to observe the large system overhead associated with large numbers of files, an operating-system dependency that we did not expect. This leads to our second lesson: reduce system overhead first. There is no point in optimizing your own algorithms if most of the time is taken up by system tasks associated with memory management, input/output and inter-process communication. These aspects must be addressed first, in our case by reducing the number of files and file accesses to a minimum, first using in-memory rather than file-level comparison, and second by using single XML-encoded large files to represent the thousands of small ones.
Once system overhead is brought to a minimum, which can be evaluated by measuring to see that at least 95% of CPU time is spent in "user mode" as measured by time or top, the third lesson is: tune data representation to minimize repeated computations before tuning algorithms. In our case, simply by changing to a hash-based line representation rather than raw text, we avoided repeated text comparisons and were able to speed up the comparison phase by a factor of three without any change to the algorithms.
After measuring to identify actual performance bottlenecks, optimizing file input/output to minimize system overhead, and tuning data representation to minimize repeated computations, the final step and last lesson is: specialize general algorithms to the task. In our case, because we were interested only in whether the length of the longest common subsequence between two sets of lines was greater than a certain threshold, we could look inside the LCS algorithm and optimize to cut off as soon as we knew that the difference was too large. Exposing the details of such standard algorithms or library routines is normally considered bad practice in software engineering, but when optimizing for performance, such specializing can have huge effects.
Finally, there is a tuning meta-lesson to be had from our experience: don't parallelize until you've done everything else. In the modern mutli-core world it is easy to believe that the best solution to tuning performance of research tools is concurrency. Our first attempt at tuning our research prototype involved both a significant effort to parallelize the process and the use of a larger, more expensive multi-core computer to run it. While this strategy did allow us to run our first large experiments and publish our initial results, applying the lessons above led to a solution that was easier to implement, more scalable, hundreds of times faster, and required only the single core processor and 2 Gb memory of a standard laptop.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have shared our experience in tuning a naive research rapid prototype source analyzer, the NiCad clone detector, to scalable production speeds using a number of practical and technical optimizations. We have analyzed the effect of each of our changes and their relative importance to the overall improvement. Finally, we have outlined some lessons we have learned about performance tuning in general. It is our hope that others may be able to gain from our experience some hints on how they might improve the performance of their own program analysis systems and tools, and avoid the pitfalls of early parallelization.
Our work continues, and we have begun exploring optimization of the extraction phase by parser specialization (that is, by customizing the TXL parser and grammars to the extraction task), in a way analogous to the way we specialized the LCS algorithm for near-miss comparison. NiCad's potential clone extraction architecture lends itself very well to incremental clone detection [30] , and we have recently adapted NiCad to an incremental version that can add new source files and update clone detection results in interactive real time, even for quite large systems (e.g., on the order of one second for JHotDraw and httpd). The result of our tunings has been released publicly as a research tool available to all [15, 31] .
